We present the QU ery-driven Exploration of Semistructured data and meta-data with conflicT s and partial knowledge (QUEST) system for supporting the integration of scientific data and taxonomies in the presence of misalignments and conflicts. QUEST relies on a novel constraint-based data model that captures both value and structural conflicts and enables researchers to observe and resolve such misalignments in the integrated data by considering the context provided by the data requirements of given research questions.
MOTIVATION
Large-scale archaeological data are never collected by a single research team, but must be compiled from many independent projects. QUEST (QU ery-driven Exploration of Semistructured data and metadata with conflicT s and partial knowledge [14] ) is part of a joint effort of archaeologists and computer scientists to develop a framework of collaborative tools that will enable a shared information infrastructure for archaeology [3] . In archaeology, while there is widespread agreement about the importance of specific classes of observations, there are relatively few completely established conventions. The meaning of an archaeological observation is rarely self-evident. Researchers reach conflicting conclusions, not just because their primary data differ, but because they operationalize interpretive concepts differently. For example, when researchers are unable to precisely identify the species of a bone collected at a given site, they may use less specific terms (or references to a hierarchically higher concept in the biological taxonomy) that lack a * Supported by NSF Grants "Enabling generally accepted interpretation. Thus it is necessary to maintain the semantic content of original observations while allowing the extraction of the maximum meaning possible from existing datasets. An ultimate integrated view of knowledge is often not possible or not needed and overly-eager conflict resolution may be detrimental to the effective use of the available knowledge. Based on these observations, we demonstrate the QUEST system ( Figure 1 ) that supports exploratory research on the incomplete and conflicting data and taxonomies, based on the query driven data integration and exploration paradigm. QUEST relies on the FICSR query processor for feedback-driven inconsistency resolution and reasoning on misaligned data sources [15] .
Related Work
Integration of data from different sources starts with a matching/alignment phase. Work on automated matching systems, which take data or schemas as input and produces a mapping or concept similarity, include [2, 5, 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Despite such advances in mapping technologies, alignments across the data sources are rarely perfect. Uncertain information at the data level has been modeled by means of different types of null values in databases [6] . [8] presents an attempt at modeling partial data in semistructured domains.
TRIO [1] is a system in which relations are extended to store a measure of the uncertainty (probability) associated to the data. Coherence in the use of alternative data values in the relational tuples is maintained through lineage. Orchestra [16] is specifically conceived for dealing with multiple cooperating, and possibly mutually inconsistent, data sources. Momis [4] implements a semiautomatic integration methodology that follows the global-as-view approach, In [14] we introduced a constraint-based model, which enables representation of not only value-conflicts, but also structural conflicts and null-values. We also discussed the use of this model for Query-driven Exploration of Semistructured data with conflicT s and partial knowledge (i.e., QUEST). Our approach to integration lies in enabling researchers to observe the conflicts in the data and provide feedback to resolve them by considering the context provided by the data requirements of a given research question. In this demo, we illustrate the use of QUEST for archaeological data integration and reasoning under conflicts.
Running Example
Figure 2 is an example of two similar, but different taxanomy fragments (or coding systems). In this example, both systems classify concepts such as Small Mammal, Large Mammal, Lagomorph and Artiodactyl, but the names of the first two concepts have inconsistent semantics. For instance, the concept 'Large Mammal' in the second coding system is more general than in the first one. There is no a priori rule for preferring one coding system to the other, and their integration might need the domain expert's (maybe context-dependent) knowledge interpretation. Depending on the query context, for example, the concept Large Mammal in the second coding system could (or could not) be seen as a superclass of both of Medium Mammal and Large Mammal in the first taxonomy. Figure 3 illustrates the overall use flow for QUEST. The system combines two main phases: one devoted to (offline) data integration and analysis and the second one on (online) query processing and feedback-based conflict resolution. In the next section we briefly describe the roles of the individual steps in these two phases.
QUEST USE FLOW

Offline Phase: Data Integration and Analysis
The data integration phase combines the given (possibly misaligned/conflicting) taxonomies into a single graph-based data structure, in which the information captured by the individual taxonomies (as well as the additional domain knowledge available to the domain expert users in charge of the integration) is coded. In addition, whenever the graph structure is not sufficient to describe the alignment semantics, additional constraints are recorded.
Step 1: Concept matching. QUEST provides semi-automated alignment between taxonomies. An initial automatic mapping is suggested by the system [5, 7] . The domain expert is then given the opportunity to tune the default mapping: she can require some concepts to be kept as distinct or she can add mapping specifications on (sets of) nodes in the integrated taxonomies. A graphical interface allows the domain expert to define her mappings among the concepts appearing in the taxonomies. 
mapping the concept LargeM ammal in the first taxonomy on the set of concepts {LargeM ammal, M ediumM ammal} in the second.
In addition to the arity constraints implicitly defined by the hierarchical structure of the taxonomies, the user can introduce coordination/synchronization/mutual exclusion constraints, as well as different kinds of arity constraints, limiting for example the branching factors of the nodes.
Step 2: Preliminary Integration and Constraint representation. The previous step specifies the concept matching requirements for all the concepts mentioned in the given taxonomies.
Step 2 integrates these into an intermediary graph-based data structure and additional data integrity constraints (whenever the graph is not able to capture the requirements) [14] . Figure 4 shows the constraint graph resulting from the integration of the fragments in the running example. In this graph, dashed rectangles identify the zones corresponding to localized alignment and choice constraints within the graph. For example, the leftmost zone includes a positive coordination constraint: in any interpretation of the integrated data, the class Logomorph should include the concept Cottontail iff it also includes Jackrabbit. Analogously, the top zone asserts a negative coordination constraint between the descendants of the root: any interpretation of the integrated data can either contain the concept Large Mammal corresponding to the coding system 2, or the couple of concepts Medium Mammal and Large Mammal corresponding to the coding system 1. Other coordination specifications in the graph includes mutual exclusion constraints, which for instance, specify that the immediate ancestor of Dog is either Medium Mammal or Large Mammal depending upon which coding system was used.
Note that a user can provide additional integrity constraints, such as "Coyote is not a Large Mammal". Other examples of such constraints (to be satisfied by any interpretation of the integrated data) include acyclicity requirements, constraints on single paths (e.g., constraints on the allowed distance between two given nodes along any path in the integrated taxonomy, or constraints on the order according to which some nodes can occur in the returned paths), and constraints on multiple paths (for example, paths disjointness requirements).
Step 3: Preprocessing for agreement analysis. This step does not require the direct participation of the expert user. The FICSR pre-processing module extracts alignment measures from the integrated data sources (i.e., from the graph) and edges in the graph are associated with values representing the degree of alignment among the given taxonomies [15] . Coherent and consistent parts of the taxonomies get highest (close to 1) agreements, while values are close to 0 at parts that are highly misaligned.
Online Phase: Querying and System/User Feedback
QUEST relies on the graph that integrates the given taxonomies and on the objective measure (computed by FICSR [15] ) of the source agreements for enumerating matches. In response to a query, QUEST might present conflicting alternatives (depending on the degree of misalignment of the original taxonomies). To help her choose among alternatives, QUEST assists the user through a system/user feedback process.
Step 4: Querying. In this step, QUEST provides a query interface to the user ( Figure 5 ). At the later stages, this interface also visualizes the system feedback to the user and enables her to provide feedback.
Step 5: Candidate enumeration and ranking. Given the query, the FICSR processor identifies and ranks an initial set of candidate matches, using the agreement values computed in the offline phase. The candidate results can be mutually inconsistent with respect to the existing constraints.
Step 6: Constraint analysis and system feedback. To measure an objective degree of conflict associated with integrity constraints and provide this information to the user as system feedback, the FICSR engine fuzzifies the available constraints and formulates an optimization problem whose objective is to identify a maximal solution in which validities of the constraints are maximized. This process may negatively affect the rankings of the candidate paths that conflict with the integrity constraints.
Step 7: User's feedback At this point the user is presented through QUEST with ranked path results as well as with a corresponding objective measures of conflicts with respect to the constraints. The user can provide her subjective feedback and the underlying FICSR engine incorporates this user feedback into the data. User's validity feedback is primarily in the form of preferred validity rankings and assessments for constraints, conflicts, and candidate paths. Based on her knowledge about the domain, the user can choose to assess a lower validity on certain candidate or give lower importance to some constraints.
The user's feedback is incorporated as additional constraints into the optimization problem and she is presented with a new set of candidate results.
DEMO SCENARIO
The demo involves archaeological taxonomy alignment, integration, and query processing on imperfectly aligned data sources. We demonstrate both off-line and on-line phases of the system and how system/user feedback enables the user to resolve conflicts, in archaeological and other related data sources, within the context of user's queries.
